**2017 JASG Annual Friendship Golf Tournament**

**SPONSORSHIP LEVELS AND BENEFITS**

**TITLE SPONSOR - $2,500**
- Sponsorship Signage with Logo at Sponsored Hole
- Recognition during event as Title Sponsor
- Full-page color advertisement in program book
- Banner with logo displayed at Golf Tournament (provided by sponsor)
- Prominent signage at Golf Tournament registration, lunch, and reception
- Promotional items distributed at Golf Tournament (provided by sponsor)
- Premiere company logo positioned on the Tournament page of the JASG’s website linked to company’s homepage
- Prominent inclusion in all forms of promotion of the Tournament

**TOURNAMENT SPONSOR – $1,000**
- Sponsorship Signage with Logo at sponsored hole
- Recognition during event as Tournament Sponsor
- Half-page color advertisement in program book
- Banner with logo displayed at Golf Tournament (provided by sponsor)
- Prominent signage at Golf Tournament registration, lunch, and reception
- Premiere company logo positioned on the Tournament page of the JASG’s website linked to company’s homepage
- Prominent inclusion in all forms of promotion of the Tournament

**FRIENDSHIP SPONSOR – $500**
- Sponsorship Signage with Logo at Sponsored Hole
- Recognition during event as Friendship Sponsor
- Quarter-page color advertisement in program book
- Prominent signage at Golf Tournament registration, lunch, and reception
- Premiere company logo positioned on the Tournament page of the JASG’s website linked to company’s homepage
- Prominent inclusion in all forms of promotion of the Tournament

**HOLE SPONSOR – $250**
- Sponsorship Signage with Logo at Sponsored Hole
- Recognition during Tournament as Hole Sponsor
- Company logo positioned on the Tournament page of the JASG’s website linked to company’s homepage
- Inclusion in all forms of promotion of the Tournament